This paper shows the application of a functional version of principal component analysis to build a parametrization of vocal tract area functions for vowel production. Sets of measured area values for ten vowels are expressed as smooth functional data and next decomposed into a mean area function and a basis of orthogonal eigenfunctions. Interpretations of the first four eigenfunctions are provided in terms of tongue movements and vocal tract length variations. Also, an alternative set of eigenfunctions with closer association to specific regions of the vocal tract is obtained via a varimax rotation. The general intention of the paper is to show the benefits of a functional approach to analyze vocal tract shapes and motivate further applications.
Introduction
A classical problem for physics-based simulation of voice and speech production is an adequate parametrization of the vocal tract shape [1, 2] . A model of the vocal tract shape and its associated acoustics is required in order to compute flow and pressure distribution inside it and obtain the resultant speech signal. For example, widely used models are wave reflection analogs [3] and transmission line circuits [4] . In both cases, the vocal tract is characterized as a sequence of concatenated elementary tubes, and their cross-sectional area is provided through an area function (i.e., cross-sectional area of the tubes vs. their distance to the glottis). Thus, a formalization of the area function in terms of a few parameters is desirable so that its shape may be easily controlled and adjusted to specific phonetic configurations and subjects.
Several parametrization strategies for the vocal tract shape have been followed in past studies. Articulatory models define the vocal tract geometry in terms of the position of individual articulators, such as the tongue, lips and velum [5] . An area function is then derived by appropriate conversion algorithms to cross-sectional area. Another strategy is to build a direct parametrization of the area function itself, and some techniques include: (1) concatenation of elementary curves defined in terms of physiologically relevant parameters, such as area and position of the maximum constriction, mouth opening, total vocal tract length [6] ; (2) reduction of the vocal tract representation to a small number of tubes [7] ; (3) expansion on a Fourier basis [8] ; (4) expansion on an orthogonal basis of functions defined empirically by using principal component analysis (PCA) [1] . A review of various parametrization techniques may be found in Ref. [1] .
This paper follows the study by Story and Titze [1] , in which standard PCA was applied to a set of measures of various phonetic configurations [9] . By interpolating the data, each configuration was described as a vector with 44 components, where the components contained the cross-sectional areas of the vocal tract computed at regular length intervals from the glottis to the mouth. Variations in vocal tract length across the various configurations were initially disregarded, but they were added in a later study as an additional 45th component [10] . PCA allowed to decompose each area function as the sum of a mean function plus orthogonal components or modes. The mean function characterized a "neutral" vowel configuration with a formant structure similar to that of a uniform tube. The generation of the other vowels was then interpreted as perturbation of the neutral vowel, which was imposed through the orthogonal components.
Such a parametrization problem fits well into the framework of functional data analysis (FDA) [11] . FDA comprises a set of computational statistic tools for the analysis of patterns and variations in data expressed as sets of curves. In this context, a single datum is a smooth curve (i.e., an area function in the present case), and not a discrete numerical value. Some of those tools have already been applied in speech production studies; e.g., for analyzing articulatory movements [12] and aerodynamic patterns [13] . Here, a functional version of PCA (fPCA) will be applied to rework Story and Titze's parametrization [1] within the FDA context.
Data
The data consist of 10 sets of cross-sectional area values measured at 0.396 cm regular intervals, from the glottal exit to the mouth exit, from an adult male subject. Each set was computed from MRI images taken while the subject was vocalizing a specific vowel: /i/, /I/, /E/, /ae/, /2/, /A/, /O/, /o/, /U/ and /u/. Area values of the full data sets are available in Ref. [9] .
Analysis

Functional form of the data
The first step of the analysis is to put the discrete set of measures into functional form. For each vowel i, with i = 1, . . . , 10, the vocal tract area is given as a set of discrete pairs (xij, aij), for j = 1, 2, . . . , ni, where ni is the number of samples, aij is the cross-sectional area at a distance xij from the glottis. Further, xi0 = 0 and xin i = i, where i is the vocal tract length associated to vowel i. FDA assumes the existence of a smooth non-negative function yi(x) such that
where i is an observational error or noise term. Each area function yi is defined over its own domain [0, i] for the independent variable x. It is then convenient to define a common normalized variable s which ranges from 0 (glottal end) to 1 (mouth end), and consider the area functions as twodimensional curves parametrized by s. Hence, we define the associated vector-valued area functions
In addition, and in order to avoid negative area values arising from the analysis, a mapping 
The log area functions are derived from the data by expressing functions z i in a basis expansion form
where φi(s), i = 1, 2, . . . , m is a set of basis functions and c ik are expansion coefficients. The expansion coefficients are computed by fitting the data to the above expansion with a standard least square method (m < ni is assumed). Several types of basis may be applied to the above expansion; e.g., Fourier series, polynomial, regression splines and wavelet bases. Here, 2nd order B-splines (piecewise cubic polynomials) are adopted. This a commonly used general-purpose basis, numerically stable and with a continuous second derivative [14] . Fig. 1 shows examples of the resultant area functions for a basis of size m = 25. Fig. 2 shows the rms error of the fit for each vowel when varying the basis size. The error variations seems to stabilize at a basis size of 25, and therefore this size was adopted in the analysis. At this size, errors are below 0.05 cm 2 which is in the order of error values estimated by Story for his area measures [9] . Further, the resultant functions are visually smooth and approximate well the data.
Functional principal component analysis (fPCA)
As usual in PCA, the mean is first subtracted from the data. Each log area function is thus expressed as
where z0(s) is the mean
Basis and zi(s) are the variations in relation to that mean. Fig. 3 shows the functional data set and its mean area function. It also shows the frequency response associated to the mean area function computed by using a frequency-domain transmission line algorithm [15] . As noted by Story and Titze [1] , this function produces a formant structure with almost equally spaced formants, similar to a uniform tube or a physiologically neutral vowel /@/ configuration.
Functional PCA is defined as the following problem [11]:
1. Find eigenfunction e 1 that maximizes the variance of the principal score hi1 = e1, zi (inner product), with i = 1, . . . , N and N is the number of data functions (in the present case, N = 10), subject to the condition
where e1 2 = e1, e1 , D 2 denotes a second derivative, and α is a roughness penalty coefficient. The derivative term penalizes the size of the second derivative of e1, and has the purpose of avoiding excessive local variations in the eigenfunction. In the present analysis, a light smoothing of the results was obtained by selecting a penalty coefficient of α = 10 −6 .
2. Successively, compute eigenfunctions ej, j = 2, 3, . . . . . . , k ≤ N − 1, that maximize the variance of hij = ej, vi subject to
and the orthogonality conditions
for m = 1, . . . , j − 1.
In the bidimensional case, the inner product between two functions e1 = (ξ1, χ1)
T and e2 = (ξ2, χ2) T over a domain [0, 1] may be defined as
χ1(s)χ2(s)ds. (10)
Once the eigenfunctions and principal scores have been computed, the functional data is approximated in terms of the eigenfunctions as
Results
All fPCA calculations were performed by using an FDA software package developed by Ramsay et al. [16] . Fig. 4 shows the first five eigenfunctions, which together account for 98.4% of the variance in the data, and Table 1 lists their associated principal scores for all vowels. The first eigenfunction has back-front symmetry and can be related to a backward-forward movement of the tongue. Precisely, its largest positive and negative scores occur for the back and front vowels /A/ and /i/, respectively. The second eigenfunction describes an upward-downward movement or archedflat tongue shaping combined with vocal tract length variation. In this case, the largest positive and negative associated scores appear for vowels /u/ and /E/, respectively. Vowel /u/ demands a constriction in the mid-tract region and lengthening of the vocal tract (Fig. 1, bottom) , whereas /E/ demands an opposite shape variation.
The first two eigenfunctions replicate Story and Titze's results [1] , except that length variations were missing in their Distance from glottis (cm)
Figure 4: Effect of adding and subtracting a multiple of each of the first five eigenfunctions (blue and red curves, respectively) to the mean area function (black curve). The percentage in each panel is the explained variance of the eigenfunction.
analysis. Articulatory interpretations were not provided for the remaining eigenfunctions owing to their more complex shapes. In comparison, the present results are smoother which allows for a clearer analysis of the eigenfunctions' role. As Fig. 4 shows, the third eigenvalue mainly describes area expansion/contraction at the front region of the vocal tract and may reflect movements of the tongue tip. The fourth eigenfunction describes opening/closing of the mouth region and back region of the tongue, and may be related to movements of the jaw. The fifth eigenfunction describes more fine adjustments of the vocal tract shape and has a less significant role in terms of explained variance.
It is interesting to note that the tongue movements associated to the first four eigenfunctions match four of the parameters of Maedas's articulatory model [5] , namely, backward-forward tongue position, arched-flat tongue shape, tongue tip position and jaw height. Let us recall that his model was built from factor analysis of vocal tract sagittal shapes. Jaw height was selected a priori as an articulatory parameter, and its influence was then subtracted from the data. Next, parameters related to the tongue shape were obtained by regular PCA. Vocal tract length variations were incorporated into additional parameters for lip protrusion and larynx height, whereas here they are embedded into the second eigenfunction.
An alternative set of eigenfunctions may be obtained by applying a varimax rotation (i.e., a rotation that maximizes the variability of the squared principal eigenfunctions). The re- sult are eigenfunctions that describe variability on more concentrated regions of the vocal tract, as shown in Fig. 5 . The first four rotated eigenfunctions are directly related to variations in the front, back and mid vocal tract regions, and mouth opening respectively. The fifth rotated eigenfunctions captures variations of vocal tract length, combined with area variations at the epilarynx and pharyngeal regions. Note that the total variance explained by the set is the same as before, but that variance is more evenly distributed across the eigenfunctions. Nevertheless, the new set is still orthogonal. This alternative set may find application for controlling specific regions of the vocal tract, rather than modeling articulatory gestures. Finally, the next two figures show results when reconstructing area functions by using the first five eigenfunctions. In Fig. 6 , the area functions are approximated with rms errors of 0.21 cm 2 (/i/), 0.27 cm 2 (/A/) and 0.40 cm 2 (/u/). Regarding the frequency responses, the reconstructions approximate well the formants except for the fourth formant of vowel /A/. The increased value of this formant is caused by differences at the vocal tract exit in the reconstructed area function (Fig. 5 , middle plot).
Conclusions
The main advantage of the functional approach to data analysis is that data is treated as continuous and smooth functions. Length variations of the vocal tract are easily incorporated into the analysis, and the vocal tract does not need to be sampled at regular intervals or even at the same positions across vowels. The results are also smooth functions and lend themselves to clear interpretations in physiological terms. The analysis has shown that vocal tract area functions for vowels are well characterized by a mean function plus five eigenfunctions. Area functions are reconstructed with low error and the first three formants are well approximated in all vowel configurations. Next research efforts will be dedicated to building functional models relating area function shapes to acoustic responses of the vocal tract.
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